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Investment Objective
The investment objective is to achieve long-term capital growth of net assets through
investment in global listed equities and global fixed income securities.

Fund Details
A Mauritius based open-ended multiclass fund. The Class C share corresponds to a
balanced fund with exposure to Asia Pacific-ex Japan Equities and Global Fixed Income
securities. Maximum allocation for Equities is up to 80% of the assets, with minimum
allocation for Fixed Income securities at 20% of the total assets.

Fund Positioning
This Fund will pursue an integrated approach to investment management with the
combination of a top-down approach based on analysis of macroeconomic and sector
views and a bottom-up approach, including quantitative analysis such as PER estimation
and qualitative analysis for the evaluation of potential growth. The benchmark is a
combination of S&P Asia-ex Japan (80%) and Asia Debt (20%).
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Portfolio Composition
Equity Components

80.54%

Debt Components

19.60%

Cash & Cash Equivalents

-0.14%

Geographical Allocation
India

43.59%

220.00

China

17.16%

200.00

Australia

11.81%

South Korea

10.15%

Hong Kong

7.64%

Taiwan

4.70%

80.00

Singapore

2.18%

60.00

Thailand

1.53%

Indonesia

1.38%

240.00

Official Class C NAV ($)

S&P (80%) and Asia Debt in US$ (20%)

180.00
160.00
140.00
120.00
100.00

Market Overview
India: The Nifty was down by 6.42% in September. The decrease was led by Financials and NBFCs in particular as a series of defaults by Infrastructure Financing
giant, IL&FS has shaken the confidence of investors in the debt market, a major source of funding for NBFCs. Towards the end of the month, second-derivative
beneficiaries of NBFC funding –autos and consumer durable stocks also started getting impacted. The fact that Oil rose to fresh 4Y highs and INR continued to
weaken also kept macro concerns elevated.
HK/China: The Shanghai Composite Index closed at 2821 .35 and was up for a shortwhile by 3.53% for the month of September . However heading into China’s
Golden Week of holidays, volumes for onshore indices continued to mark significant lows with SHCOMP volumes down 25.8% mom, only over one-third of
January’s volume high. Policy returns to the spotlight as President Xi vows to strengthen China’s State owned enterprises (SOEs), amid widespread concerns for
the outlook of private companies. For now, investors will have to wait and see how the trade spat between Washington and Beijing plays out and what effect
China’s new economic stimulus initiatives will have.
Australia: The ASX200 closed at 6207.6 decreasing by 1.76% in the month of September. This month was dominated by macro themes as an escalation of
the trade war and EM sell offs weighed on the Aussie Dollar and subsequently the domestic equity market. However, commodity prices remained resilient
and Australian stock prices recovered a little in the latter half of September. In economic news, the Reserve Bank Of Australia continued to note above-trend
growth and a falling unemployment rate, as well as gradual improvement in wages growth. Despite these positive trends, the RBA is not expected to raise
rates in the short term.

Important Legal Information
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UTI International Limited is the Manager of the Fund. UTI International Ltd, Guernsey (UTI IL) is a regulated entity in Guernsey, governed
by Guernsey law, and is under the Protection of Investors (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law 1987.
The factsheet of UTI Spectrum Fund - Class C (hereinafter termed as “the Fund”) has been prepared and circulated by UTI International
(Singapore) Private Limited (“UTI IS”), the Investment Manager of the Fund, only to the shareholders of the Funds. The factsheet for
the funds have been prepared in good faith by UTI IS but may subsequently prove to be materially inaccurate, and should not be
relied on for any purpose. They are based upon their latest investment valuations (or estimated valuations) received from DITC(M)
L. Valuations (or estimated valuations) received from DITC(M)L may be unaudited or may be subject to little verification or other due
diligence and may not comply with generally accepted accounting practices or other valuation principles. Moreover, the value of such
investments may fluctuate considerably and more generally, historic information of the performance of the Fund may no longer be of
relevance.
UTI IS is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) and holds a Capital Market Services Licence to carry out the
regulated activity of Fund Management. UTI IS does not take any responsibility with regards to the completeness and accuracy of
such reports. The report does not constitute an Offer for shares/units and is neither a recommendation nor statement of opinion or
an advertisement. The contents of the statement are for information purposes only without regard to the specific objectives, financial
situation and particular needs of any specific person who may receive this statement. Such person may wish to seek advice from a
financial adviser before committing to purchase the units of the Fund. If such person chooses not to do so, he should consider carefully
whether the investment is suitable for him. Past performance of the Fund is not necessarily indicative of future performance. Any
forecast or prediction of markets or economic trends which are targeted by the Fund is not necessarily indicative of the future or likely
performance of the Fund. The value of the units and the income accruing to the units, if any, may fall or rise. Investments in the Fund
are subject to risk, including possible loss of the principal amount invested. Investors must read the prospectus before making any
investment decision.

